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Topic / Project Title: Local environment

Our Local       
Environment

Languages

Mathematics

Technologies

Health & Wellbeing

Social StudiesExpressive Arts
Reading: We are continuing to focus on our reading 
comprehension skills and deepening our 
understanding of text and author’s style.
Writing: We will work on creating leaflets to share our 
learning of the local environment. We will be looking 
at using headings and subheadings and making the 
leaflet eye catching and engaging.
Listening and Talking: Children will continue to 
discuss and ask questions from topics that arise 
during daily Newsround viewing.
Spelling and Grammar: Each week we will focus on 
a specific spelling rule and children will be able to 
select words from two lists which they think will be 
most meaningful to them. 
French: We will look at French vocabulary for clothing 
and use our knowledge of colours to describe clothing 
in French.

Numeracy: Children will be learning about fractions 
including the correct notation, equivalent fractions 
and  fractions of an amount. We will also be applying 
our knowledge of addition, subtraction, multiplication 
and division to word problems.
Mathematics: Children will be looking at the 
properties of 2D shapes, identifying lines of 
symmetry and completing tiling patterns. We will also 
be learning about compass points and rotating 
clockwise and anti-clockwise in degrees.

Children will be exploring their local environment 
looking at the different businesses and organisations 
and how they support the community. 
They will also be exploring key features of the 
environment and selecting one to draw or create a 
model of. 
Children will also be practising their mapping skills 
and will be given the opportunity to produce their own 
map.

PE: Children will be continuing to attend weekly 
swimming lessons. In school the focus will be on 
gymnastics.
Rights Respecting Schools:Children will continue 
to develop their knowledge of the UNCRC and we 
will link this to daily viewings of Newsround.

Children will be given the opportunity to cook as 
part of a small group.

Art-The children will be working with the art 
specialist to develop their creative skills.


